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Chapter 8

Closing remark – Spinchiraltronics

This thesis began with two fundamental questions concerning the theoretical and experi-
mental development of chirality-induced spin selectivity (CISS). After approaching these
questions from a solid-state spintronics point of view, here we conclude the thesis by an-
swering them. With this, we illustrate a systematic approach to further study CISS, and
envision a future where additional controls and functionalities are enabled by bridging
chirality and spin in electronic devices.
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8.1 Conclusion

A brief recap

We first briefly review the main conclusions of each chapter.
In Chapter 2, we learned that the concepts of chirality and spin are related to

the fundamental symmetries of space and time. From this symmetry perspective,
we discussed how the observations of CISS differ from other physical phenomena
related to chirality or spin, such as electron helicity dichroism, the electrical magne-
tochiral effect, or the Edelstein effect.

In Chapter 3, we revealed that the commonly used two-terminal electronic de-
vices are fundamentally unable to detect CISS in the linear response regime. Here
we particularly emphasized the distinctions between the electrical detection of CISS
in electronic devices and the generation of CISS within chiral materials. We also
highlighted differences between experiments within the linear response regime and
those in the nonlinear regime.

In Chapter 4, we pointed out that energy-dependent electron transport combined
with energy relaxation can enable the two-terminal electrical detection of CISS. Us-
ing examples of tunneling and thermally activated molecular resonant transmission,
we underlined key ingredients that determine the sign of typical two-terminal elec-
trical signals.

In Chapter 5, we addressed another type of electronic device that contained an
optically responsive chiral component. We quantitatively analyzed how electrical
signals in this type of devices can be translated to spin-related information.

In Chapter 6, we built electronic devices using a chiral van der Waals solid-state
material, Tellurene. We highlighted electron transport properties that are related to
its strong anisotropy and low crystal symmetry.

In Chapter 7, we characterized the electron transport through a biomolecular
junction comprising a chiral photosynthetic protein complex, photosystem I. We
demonstrated techniques that can significantly modify the electronic properties of
this junction.

Answering the questions

Now we look at the two questions this thesis set out to answer (Section 1.4).

1. How does chirality interact with spin on a microscopic level?

This question concerns the mechanism of generating a spin imbalance by electron
transmission through a chiral system. Although obtaining such a microscopic pic-
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ture was not our goal, we are nevertheless able to provide insights based on the
knowledge obtained through this thesis.

(a) What are the fundamental restrictions?
Due to the Kramers degeneracy of transmission eigenfunctions (Chapter 2), it is

fundamentally forbidden for a chiral system to exhibit spin-selective electron trans-
mission, unless there exists a nonunitary mechanism within the chiral system (Chap-
ter 3 and 4).

(b) Can we confirm the spin-orbit origin?
In most of our theoretical analyses, we have indeed assumed CISS to be a spin-

orbit effect that is present in the linear response regime (Chapter 3 and 4). However,
the experimental situation for this is still unclear (note that this does not affect the
conclusions of Chapter 3 and 4). It is therefore important that future experiments
directly address CISS in the linear response regime to obtain a clearer picture.

(c) Can we distinguish CISS from other spin–charge conversion mechanisms?
Based on current descriptions, there are key differences between CISS (if present

in the linear response regime) and other spin–charge conversion mechanisms that
are relevant to spintronics. First, compared with magnetism, CISS does not break
time reversal symmetry (Chapter 2). Second, compared with spin-orbit effects such
as spin Hall effect and Rashba-Edelstein effect, CISS produces a collinear alignment
between spin and charge currents (Chapter 2-4).

2. How does this interaction generate signals observed in various types of experi-
ments?

This question concerns the experimental detection of CISS. It was thoroughly dis-
cussed in this thesis with a focus on electron transport experiments.

(a) What are the requirements for experimental geometries?
In Chapter 3 and 4 we discussed that the typical two-terminal spin-valve type of

electronic devices can only detect CISS in the nonlinear regime. In order to detect
CISS in the linear response regime, one has to use either a multi-terminal geometry
(Chapter 3 and 5), or a two-terminal geometry that does not rely on magnetization
reversal for generating charge signals (Chapter 4).

(b) Can the magnetic-field- or magnetization-dependent signals be interpreted
as due to electronic spin?

For an ideal spin-valve type of device (Chapter 3 and 4), the observed magnetore-
sistance (MR) in the nonlinear regime is indeed related to the spin–charge conversion
by CISS. If this conversion mechanism had not existed, the MR signals would have
vanished. However, the value of the MR ratio cannot be directly translated to the
spin polarization generated by CISS. The MR is co-determined by other factors such
as the spin polarization of the ferromagnet.
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In realistic situations, the presence of a magnetic field or an incomplete magneti-
zation reversal could change the picture. For example, in Chapter 5 we discussed a
possible charge contribution to the observed spintronic signals.

(c) How to better characterize CISS using (other) spintronic experiments?
A pressing issue regarding CISS experiments is the insufficient direct observa-

tion in the linear response regime. This needs to be addressed using new types of
experimental geometries. For example, the multi-terminal geometries introduced
in Chapter 3, or the Hanle precession or chiral spin valve geometry introduced in
Chapter 4. At the same time, it is also important to repeat existing experimental
methods (e.g. magnetic conducting atomic force microscopy or two-terminal spin
valve device) with a broader range of chiral molecules, and to correlate the quantita-
tive observations to various material properties (e.g. HOMO-LUMO gap or specific
optical rotation).

8.2 Further questions

As mentioned in Chapter 1, CISS is a growing field with a growing amount of ques-
tions. The more of which we try to answer, the more new ones arise. Here we name
a few questions that future researches should address.

First of all, how to consistently describe CISS in photoemission and transport
experiments? Can we find an experimental observable that is suited for both the
single-electron and the thermodynamical pictures? If so, how does this observable
depend on temperature and electron energy?

Next, how to consistently describe CISS in different chiral materials? Is it possible
to define a material property that on one hand describes CISS, and on the other hand
directly relates to other characteristic chiral properties, such as the specific optical
rotation? If so, how would this property then depend on temperature and electron
energy, and how can it be deduced from the molecular (crystal) structure of the ma-
terial?

Further, what is the dynamics of CISS? Can we investigate CISS using time-
resolved experiments, such as ultrafast optics? Correspondingly, can we obtain a
frequency-domain spectrum of CISS? If so, how would it differ from the chiral opti-
cal rotation and circular dichroism spectra of the same chiral material?

Moreover, does CISS have a role in nature? Would it be possible that the bio-
logical homochirality has given electronic spin an essential role in natural processes,
such as photosynthesis? Or conversely, could CISS have helped the formation of
homochirality itself?

Last but not the least, how can we use CISS to better control electronic spin in
electronic devices? Can we combine chirality with other electrical, thermal, or opti-
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cal effects to improve the properties of spintronic devices? Can we gain even more
control by tuning chirality itself?

8.3 Outlook – Spinchiraltronics

We now envision a future where chirality is deeply connected with spin in electronic
devices for information technologies. This is of particular importance thanks to the
abundance of chiral materials.

As mentioned in Chapter 1 and 7, nearly all naturally occurring biological molecules
(or molecular complexes) are chiral and exist only in one enantiomeric form. Survey-
ing this rich library could reveal a large pool of easily accessible functional materials
with electronic properties that are suitable for device-based applications.

Also, there are solid-state materials that are chiral and have novel electronic prop-
erties, such as the Tellurene introduced in Chapter 6. These materials can be pro-
cessed with existing nano-fabrication technologies and can be readily incorporated
in complex nano-electronic and spintronic devices.

Another source of chirality is related to the increasingly popular van der Waals
materials, which can be stacked to form heterostructures to enrich their functional
properties. For them, twisted heterostructure-stacking introduces chirality, and the
chiral stack can be further processed for device fabrication. The chirality introduced
in this way can be tuned by controlling the twisting angle and the layered materials
that are involved, which opens up a new degree of freedom for designing novel
spintronic devices.

We should not forget that chirality itself also has a binary nature, which can be
used to encode and decode digital information. In Chapter 4 we envisioned a chiral
spin valve that makes use of optical molecular switches, which can change chirality
under light illumination. Integrating this class of molecular materials into solid-state
spintronic devices would not only enable the control of the binary state of chirality,
but also evoke on-demand tuning of all chirality-induced spintronic phenomena.
This paves way for a whole new area of spintronics where chirality is put into action
on a fundamental level – an area that can be called spinchiraltronics.
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Summary

The concepts of chirality and spin are constantly encountered in our everyday life,
and at the same time, they are related to the most fundamental aspects of nature.
Chirality is the geometrical property of a stationary object that makes it distinguish-
able from its own mirror image. A pair of chiral enantiomers is analogous to a pair
of hands — they are mirror images of each other but cannot be made to exactly over-
lap — and they are often referred to using the corresponding handedness. Spin is
a quantum mechanical concept that relates to the magnetic property of electrons. It
can be envisioned as the rotational motion of an electron around its own axis, and
the orientation of this axis can be controlled magnetically.

Chiral molecules are the foundation of life. Nearly all naturally occurring and
biologically active molecules are chiral and exist in only one enantiomeric form. For
example, the DNA double helix that encodes genetic information for all living or-
ganisms are uniformly right-handed, all the natural sugars are also right-handed,
and 19 out of the 20 natural amino acids are left-handed (the other one is not chiral).
Electronic spin is the origin of ferromagnetism, which has enabled a broad range
of applications from compass needles to computer hard drives. Today, as the con-
ventional silicon-based electronics technologies are approaching fundamental limits,
scientists are looking into new alternatives that use the electronic spin not only to
store digital information, but also to process it — a field known as spintronics.

On a fundamental level, chirality and spin both manifest nature’s most elemen-
tary symmetries, or rather, the lack thereof. Chirality relates to the broken symmetry
of space, as it makes it possible to distinguish between left and right (handednesses),
while spin relates to the broken symmetry of time, since it allows to differentiate
between opposite directions of motion (clockwise vs. counterclockwise rotations).
Opposite chiral enantiomers are interconverted by space-inversion, while opposite
spin orientations are interconverted by time-reversal.

The significance of chirality and spin have long been recognized, but in separate
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